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ABSTRACT

Context. This paper presents an overview of the photometric data that are part of the first Gaia data release.

Aims. The principles of the processing and the main characteristics of the Gaia photometric data are presented.

Methods. The calibration strategy is outlined briefly and the main properties of the resulting photometry are presented.

Results. Relations with other broadband photometric systems are provided. The overall precision for the Gaia photometry is shown to be at the milli-magnitude level and has a clear potential to improve further in future releases.
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1. Introduction

The ESA Gaia satellite mission, launched in December 2013, started its full-sky astrometric, photometric, and spectroscopic survey of the Milky Way Galaxy in July 2014 (Gaia Collaboration 2016b). The first large-scale publication of data from the mission took place on 14 September 2016, when positions and broadband magnitudes were published for 1.14 billion stars. This paper gives an overview of the photometric data that are part of that data release.

The Gaia photometric data consists of three systems: broadband $G$ (350–1000 nm) magnitudes, optimised for the astrometric data to collect a maximum of light, but also provide accurate integrated flux measurements over the mission; integrated fluxes in a blue $G_{BP}$ (330–680 nm) and red $G_{RP}$ (640–1000 nm) channel, obtained from the integration of dispersion spectra; and low-resolution BP and RP dispersion spectra. The wavelengths coverage is still based on the pre-mission specification (Jordi et al. 2010), a full calibration of the actual passbands will be carried out as part of the next Gaia data release. The photometric data presented here and included in Gaia Data Release 1 (DR1) only concerns the $G$ band and was obtained from the processing of data collected during the first 14 months of the Gaia mission. A more comprehensive description of the data included in Gaia DR1 is presented in Gaia Collaboration (2016a). It should be noted that this is only a first reduction, with a partial external calibration, and a number of issues in the data and the calibration models still to be resolved.

This paper provides a general overview of the photometric processing. It is accompanied by three other papers describing specific aspects of the photometric processing in much more detail: a paper on the calibration principles (Carrasco et al. 2016), one on the technical issues presented by the processing of the Gaia photometric data and on the solutions implemented (Riello et al. 2017) and one on the extensive validation activities that preceded the release (Evans et al. 2017). Among the papers accompanying Gaia DR1, the two papers Eyer et al. (2017) and Clementini et al. (2016) show the huge potential and exquisite quality of the Gaia photometry.

Section 2 describes the input data with an emphasis on the use and implications for the data presented here. The calibration models and principles of the calibrations are presented in Sect. 3. Precision and internal consistency of the data is described in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we show some comparisons between the Gaia $G$ band and other photometric systems. A brief summary of results is given in Sect. 6.

2. The input data

This section provides a brief overview of the input data from which the Gaia photometry has been derived. Gaia observations are obtained through CCDs operating in time-delayed integration (TDI) mode, integrating the signal as it moves across a CCD in approximately 4.5 s. A single pixel has an integration time of $\approx 0.001 $ s, corresponding to a movement along scan of $\approx 0.06$ arcsec. Integration times can be shortened for bright stars by using so-called gates. The shortest gate, as used for the brightest stars, integrates over just 4 pixels. Pixels in the across-scan direction are about 0.18 arcsec. The movement across scan for a full CCD transit can vary between $\pm 4$ across-scan pixels. We refer to Gaia Collaboration (2016b) and Carrasco et al. (2016) for a more detailed description of the instrument and the data.

2.1. The sky mappers

Gaia scans the sky, more or less along great circles, with two telescopes with overlapping fields of view on the focal plane. This is true for all CCDs except for the two Sky Mapper CCDs (for a view of the focal plane layout, see Carrasco et al. 2016), which provide a preliminary detection of a source and assign a provisional brightness. Sources are first detected by Sky Mapper 1 (SM1) for the preceding field of view and Sky Mapper 2 (SM2) for the following field of view. The SM strips contain seven CCDs each.

All Gaia CCDs can be operated in a gated mode, where only a section of the CCD is integrated, thus effectively reducing the exposure time. This is designed to reduce the occurrence of saturated images, ultimately allowing for stars as bright as magnitude 3 to be observed. In the SM1 and SM2 CCD strip charges are integrated over about half the CCD width, this corresponds to gate 12 being permanently active with a resulting effective exposure time of 2.9 s. The data are accumulated onboard in samples of 2 by 2 pixels. With the full width half maximum of the point spread function at about 1.8 pixels (0.1 arcsec), it is clear that the images on the SM detectors are undersampled. There is no further compensation for bright images, which as a result tend to be saturated. For the faintest stars (down to magnitude 20.7) the resolution of the data as sent back to Earth is further reduced to 4 by 4 pixels. The different binning strategies are referred to as window classes. The SM data are always provided in the form of 2D images. This is important for analysing data on close binary stars, although that has not yet been implemented at this stage of the data reductions. A full overview of the different window classes and gates can be found in Table 1 in Carrasco et al. (2016).

Twenty-eight individual calibrations (two strips, seven rows and two window classes) are required to fully characterise the SM data. The photometric processing of these data uses the background-corrected fluxes as derived in the image parameter determination in the initial data treatment (fitting observed counts to a calibrated point-spread function, see also Fabricius et al. 2016).

In conclusion, the SM data provide (low angular resolution) 2D image information, without the disturbances caused by the overlapping fields of view and without the problems of linking data obtained with different gate settings (affecting the other instruments), but suffer from lower resolution and saturation for the brighter images. Given the significantly higher noise level on the SM data, these data have not been included in the accumulated $G$ band photometry in Gaia DR1.

2.2. The astrometric field

The astrometric field consists of 9 strips of 7 CCDs, referred to as AF1 to AF9. In total there are 62 AF CCDs, as one CCD in the AF9 strip is used as wave-front sensor. The AF1 strip is special, as it has the onboard task to confirm or reject the detections made by the SM strips. The provisional brightness assigned to the source by the SM is implemented in the AF1 detection through gate and window settings. The transit confirmation by AF1 forms input to the onboard attitude control system, which determines, amongst others, the scan rates in the two fields of view. This defines the recordings by the other CCD strips. Gate setting and data sampling have been adapted for the AF1 strip, for example the samples in the 2D windows are 1 x 2 pixels, instead of 1 x 1 pixels as in the other AF strips, which often leads to numerical saturation (caused by the A/D converter). The pixel...
saturation instead is largely avoided by adjusting the gate settings to the across-scan saturation levels of each CCD. Within a single field-of-view transit a bright star very frequently encounters different gate settings (thus different effective integration times) per CCD.

In total, 8 different gate settings are used for the AF CCDs. In addition, data are transmitted as either 2D images for stars brighter than magnitude 13, or, for fainter stars, compressed to 1D images in AF1, and read out as 1D images in AF2 to AF9. Only sources bright enough to be observed as 2D images can trigger the activation of a gate. The 1D images, in which the pixels in the across-scan direction are added up, can be either a strip of 12 or 18 single samples, the number depending on the brightness of the source. These settings are referred to as window classes. Each setting of gate and window class creates a different instrument, with its own calibration. Each of the 62 CCDs thus create 10 instruments per field of view, giving a total of 1240 individual calibrations units. In fact, every pixel column (i.e. the array of pixels aligned to the scan direction) in the CCD could be considered a different instrument because of different sensitivity; this is partly taken care of by the small-scale calibration (Sect. 3.3), while the large-scale calibration is responsible for variations in the mean response CCD-to-CCD and for each field of view (Sect. 3.2). Carrasco et al. (2016) provides more details about how this is carried out.

In conclusion, the AF1 data often shows numerical-readout saturation rather than pixel saturation and a lower across-scan resolution and image quality for 2D images. The remaining 55 CCDs are comparable in the data produced. However, towards strip AF9 a small fraction of images are lost when the across-scan motion in the field of view moves them out of the area of the CCD.

### 2.3. The photometers, integrated fluxes

The blue and red photometers (BP and RP) concern two strips of 7 CCDs each with prisms intercepting the light beam to produce low-resolution dispersion spectra. The pre-processing of these data is part of the photometric processing chain, and concerns bias and background corrections. The integrated flux, after correcting for bias and background, is the input to the integrated $G_B$ and $G_RP$ flux calibrations.

Next to the total integrated flux, integrated fluxes over fixed wavelength ranges of the spectra are obtained. These are referred to as the spectral shape coefficients (SSCs) and play an important role in the calibration models (see Carrasco et al. 2016). They represent pseudo-filters, which allow for more detailed spectral dependencies to be modelled. The computation of these require the calibration of effects due to geometry and dispersion function to allow the conversion of sample positions into absolute wavelengths.

The photometers use 5 different gate settings and two different window classes, in total 6 calibrations per CCD and field of view, giving a total of 84 calibrations per strip and 168 calibrations in total. In addition to this, there are 4 SSCs for each of the two passbands, each of which requires a further 84 calibrations, giving a total of 336 calibrations.

### 3. Calibration models and strategy

The photometric calibrations described here are internal calibrations, in other words, they have been designed to define a photometric system based on the internal consistency of the sky. This is later followed by an external calibration which, by means of a relatively small number of specially selected spectral calibration stars, tries to reconstruct the actual photometric passbands of the Gaia photometric system.

The internal photometric calibrations consist of two main elements: a large-scale calibration to represent variations in the telescope and detectors on timescales of about a day, and a small-scale calibration to represent local variations in CCD response.

#### 3.1. Colour dependencies

The colour dependencies in both the large- and small-scale calibration models represent in first instance the differences in quantum efficiency between the CCDs and optics. During the early stages of the mission, however, it became apparent that mirror-contamination development was a major factor in the detector chain, causing wavelength-dependent flux loss and therefore requiring colour-dependent flux corrections that evolve significantly with time (Carrasco et al. 2016).

Colour coefficients derived from the broadband integrated $G_B$ and $G_RP$ fluxes are insufficient to reflect and model the changes in response for different spectral types, in particular to distinguish between the effects of temperature and surface gravity. For this purpose we have introduced the SSCs derived from the BP and RP dispersion spectra. Even though the SSCs are in no way clean spectral passbands, owing to the image smearing effects, they do provide a more detailed representation of the way spectra of different types are affected by passband variations.

#### 3.2. Large-scale flux calibrations

Each calibration referred to above is known as a calibration unit. In total there are 2080 of these units per time interval, which is typically one day. In Gaia DR1, while SM fluxes are also calibrated, they do not contribute to the mean photometry, so only observations from 1744 calibration units are used. All these calibrations only concern large-scale effects. Large-scale effects represent the influence of variations in the telescope, such as focus drift and mirror condensation. They also represent part of the CCD-specific large-scale response variations. For a five-year mission this amounts to of order 3 million calibrations, the monitoring and quality control of which is a major effort on its own.

Accidental calibration units occur in case of unexpected gates (when a window is affected by a gate triggered by a simultaneously observed bright source), complex gates (when only part of a window is affected by a gate triggered by other sources) or truncated windows (when two windows overlap and the window with lower priority, typically the faintest one, is truncated). These cases do not happen very often and the signal retrieved also tends to be rather weak. There are therefore not enough observations to enable a calibration model to be determined and applied. In Gaia DR1 these cases are not yet being treated, with serious consequences in crowded regions, where nearly one-third of images are lost because of truncated windows.

#### 3.3. Small-scale calibrations

The small-scale calibrations represent the local response variations on the CCDs, generally related to the manufacturing process. Because of this there is no distinction between the two fields of view, but all other aspects of calibration units remain the same. The small-scale calibrations try to model in detail the response variations of the CCDs as a function of the across-scan coordinate. Known small-scale discontinuities are related
to so-called stitch blocks, which are small rectangular areas on the CCD.

As the small-scale variations are linked to the CCDs rather than the telescope, it is possible to use data accumulated over long time intervals (many months to a year). For the current Gaia DR1 publication, all 14 months of data was used in a single set of small-scale calibrations.

### 3.4. The calibration strategy

For photometry, as with astrometry, Gaia is considered to be self-calibrating. The sky, or at least a large percentage of the objects observed, are non-variable down to a little above the accuracy levels achieved by Gaia, in other words, a few mmag at most. After calibration the observed fluxes of such assumed not-variable sources should be the same within the standard uncertainty margins, independent of the time of observation or the applicable calibration unit. The internal calibration therefore aims at creating an internal photometric system consistent over the entire instrument using all suitable sources. This system is achieved by solving the large- and small-scale calibrations in an iterative process, as these two kinds of calibrations cannot be obtained simultaneously, requiring data sets with very different time lengths. The process is described in detail in Carrasco et al. (2016). This system can then be connected to an external, for example ground-based, system using a small number of external calibration stars especially observed for this purpose. These stars are referred to as spectro-photometric standard stars (SPSSs, see also Pancino et al. 2012).

The internally calibrated system has to cover all proper gate and window combinations, all CCDs and both fields of view. To link all these different calibration units, there needs to be overlap, i.e. a significant fraction of sources has to be observed in different calibration units. Some overlap is readily obtained, from the transit of a star over 9 CCDs across the focal plane. The CCDs often use different gate settings (but not different window settings) to compensate for local saturation effects. Other connections, such as those between different field of views and between different rows of CCDs, are provided by the scanning law, by observing the same stars at different scan angles. Some linking between 1D and 2D windows is supported by so-called calibration faint stars, which are relatively faint stars that would normally have been assigned 1D windows and are occasionally (in up to 0.4% of cases) observed in a non-gated 2D window. Another main contributor to the overlapping calibration units is the inaccuracy of the onboard magnitudes, in particular when the images have reached saturation on the SM detectors. In those cases onboard magnitude estimates can reach uncertainty levels of 0.5 mag. This means that many stars with magnitudes in the range 7 to 12 are observed with a range of gate settings, and provide the overlap that is needed to build the internally consistent photometric system. Similarly sources with magnitude close to 13 and 16 may be observed with different window classes, although at these magnitudes the onboard magnitude estimate is much more accurate and therefore the mixing is not as efficient as in other cases thus complicating the calibration process (see Carrasco et al. 2016).

### 4. Precisions and accuracies

Precisions of the photometric data are defined by

1. the photon statistics of the observed image and its read-out noise;
2. the accuracy of the flux recovery from the observed image;
3. the accuracy of the calibration model for the recovered fluxes.

The accuracy (Cramer-Rao) limit is set by the photon statistics of the observed counts, which includes background contributions, and excludes any counts that are affected by saturation. There are in addition various sources of readout noise that need to be taken into account. Where the background level is relatively low, and no saturation is seen, the estimated errors on the parameters derived from the image typically are proportional to the square root of the total photon count. This applies to photometric and astrometric parameters derived from the image. Background contributions for the faintest stars and saturated pixels for the brightest stars increase these estimated errors.

The flux recovery from the image depends on the accuracy of the predicted image shape, which is the applicable effective point spread function (PSF) for 2D images, or line-spread function (LSF) for 1D images. The effects of the colour of the source need to be taken into account, as well as variations of the PSF with positions in the field of view. However, this is still not the actual PSF for an image projected onto the focal plane. This is also affected by sampling in the along and across scan directions, focal-plane drift across the scan direction, and local CCD response variations. Some, but not all, of these effects can be incorporated in the predicted PSF. What remains causes small systematic errors in the flux estimates that should be resolved in the photometric reductions. At this early stage of the mission, however, the PSF profiles are still under development and no dependencies other than CCD and field of view are taken into account. This leaves some significant systematics that will have to be dealt with for future releases. One other consequence of the limited accuracies of the PSF profiles is the poor goodness-of-fit statistics for the image fit. As a result, the observed standard deviation of the image fit contains a significant calibration-error contribution, which is not Gaussian and cannot easily be corrected for.

The final stage is the actual photometric reduction. Here we face two main challenges, the changing conditions of the telescope during the first year of observations and the detailed variations in the CCD response as a function of the across-scan coordinate. For some gate settings there is a third challenge: the small number of observations per unit of time. Shortcomings in these calibrations leave a small calibration error, than mainly affect the brightest stars. The final error contribution comes from the linking of the different calibration units, which depends on the accuracies of the individual calibrations and can thus be affected by the calibration-error contributions. These calibrations are described in detail in Riello et al. (2017). The validation of the results is described in Evans et al. (2017).

Once the internal system is fully settled, and internal estimated errors are well understood, the link to an external system can be made (Carrasco et al. 2016). This involves a reconstruction of the representative passband of the internal system. With the relatively strong evolution of the telescope during the first year of observations, this definition of the representative passband is not unambiguous. Therefore, for Gaia DR1, the determination of the passband was postponed and the nominal pre-launch instrument response was used instead, so that the magnitude zero point and a set of transformations to other external system could be provided. More details can be found in the online documentation for Gaia DR1.\(^1\)

\(^{1}\) http://gaia.esac.esa.int/documentation/GDR1/Data_processing/chap_cu5phot/sec_phot_calibr.html
The completeness as a function of magnitude of the photometric data in this first \textit{Gaia} data release is affected by a range of external factors, such as the priorities defined for downloading data from the satellite, and difficulties in the initial data treatment, particularly related to poor performances in periods of high data volume. In both cases data for faint stars was selected. In both cases data for faint stars was selected.

More transformations between the \textit{Gaia} photometric system and other systems were calculated and are available in the online documentation for \textit{Gaia} DR1. The coefficients of the transformations to the most common photometric systems are also listed in Table 1.

### 6. Summary of results

We present a brief summary of the characteristics of the photometric data as presented in the first \textit{Gaia} data release. A more detailed description can be found in Evans et al. (2017).

#### 6.1. Distribution over the sky

The distribution of the number of observations and number of sources on the sky, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, expose some of the extremes of the conditions under which the photometric calibrations have to operate. The variation of the number of observations depends on the way \textit{Gaia} scans the sky. The scan is necessarily built around the ecliptic plane, keeping the spin axis of the satellite at a fixed angle of 45° from the direction of the Sun (see also Gaia Collaboration 2016b). The precession of the spin axis around the direction of the Sun and the rotation of the satellite provide a complete sky coverage in at least two scan directions every 6 months. Gaps in the coverage can be seen as darker red bands, and are caused by various interruptions of the data stream, some of which will be recovered at a later stage in the reductions (see Gaia Collaboration 2016a).

The distribution of sources, with the extremes in density near the Galactic plane, potentially creates other complications for the reductions. The distribution over colour indices can be very different depending on the area of the sky under examination, with both extremely reddened faint stars and very young bright blue stars in the Galactic plane. At this early stage, with some of the calibration models still imperfect, variations in the colour distributions and the density of sources can lead to unwanted variations in the colour coefficients. These variations do not reflect the evolution of the instrument. This increases the calibration noise in the mean photometric data. Once the colour dependencies are better understood, and the calibration model represents the instrument more accurately, these errors will rapidly decrease.

The completeness as a function of magnitude of the photometric data in this first \textit{Gaia} data release is affected by a range of external factors, such as the priorities defined for downloading data from the satellite, and difficulties in the initial data treatment, particularly related to poor performances in periods of high data volume. In both cases data for faint stars was selectively lost (for more details see Arenou et al. 2017). When the problem was caused by the on-ground processing, the data...
Fig. 2. Sky distribution of the average number of CCD transits per HEALPix pixel (at level 5, about 3.36 square degrees per pixel) for window-class 1 observations (1D, long windows, stars with estimated brightness between 13 and 16 mag). Approximately 8 to 9 CCD transits correspond to one field-of-view transit. Positions in the sky are given in equatorial coordinates using a Hammer-Aitoff equal-area projection. The large number of transits near the ecliptic poles are due to the special scanning mode used during the first 4 weeks of the mission.

Fig. 3. Sky distribution of the number of sources per HEALPix level 5 pixels (Górski et al. 2005). Positions in the sky are given in equatorial coordinates using a Hammer-Aitoff equal-area projection.

can, and will, be recovered in the next processing cycles. A total of about 1.14 billion sources were processed successfully. Around 0.1 per cent of the data (about 1.2 million stars) is not included in this release because it is either too red or to blue to fit within the calibration boundaries. This, again, is a temporary feature, caused by the requirements in the initialisation of the reference fluxes (Riello et al. 2017). Figure 4 shows the distribution over magnitude of sources with about 100 observations (69 025 678 sources with number of CCD observations between 95 and 105). Some peculiar features in the magnitude distribution in the range $16 < G < 20$ are the result of the download priorities and upstream processing issues mentioned earlier.

6.2. Overview of precision and internal consistency

This section presents an overview of what is essentially the precision or internal consistency of the photometric data. Figure 5 shows the distribution of the estimated standard uncertainties on the mean $G$ magnitude as a function of the mean $G$. The estimated standard uncertainties on the mean were determined from the standard deviation of the calibrated observations and the number of observations used. When that number is small, the standard deviation may be underestimated. Some effects are easily recognisable, for instance the effect of photon statistics,
which is the main source of error for the faintest stars. The effect of saturation is evident for sources brighter than ~6.5, while the three “bumps” in the middle are caused by the gates. Finally, some residual effects of linking inaccuracies can be seen at \( G \sim 13 \) and \( G \sim 16 \). The reason for this is that stars with magnitudes close to a gate or window transition have measurements obtained on either side of that transition due to inaccuracies in onboard magnitude estimates, thus artificially increasing the estimated error on the mean magnitude if the calibrations have not been entirely successful in converging to a consistent system covering all instrument configurations.

The plots in Fig. 6 show the sky distribution of the estimated errors on the mean \( G \) photometry for different window classes. All three plots show distributions clearly correlated with the scanning law caustics. However, the distributions look somehow different between Window Class 0 (bright stars, 2D windows, top plot) and the other two classes (fainter stars, 1D windows, 18 or 12 samples long, central and bottom plots). For the fainter sources the estimated errors are smaller when more observations are available, although some great circle regions show poor estimated errors (possibly caused by a single problematic calibration period). The pattern is somehow inverted for bright sources, showing inferior estimated errors when more observations are available. This is not yet fully understood and could be the result of low numbers of observations when mean magnitudes are used in the calibrations. In a self-calibrating system this may locally result in fitting the errors on the observations when very few observations are available. Nevertheless the accuracy even in these cases reaches the 3–4 mmag level.

7. Conclusions

This paper presents the photometric data included in the first \textit{Gaia} data release. Only \textit{G} band photometry is included in this release.

A high-level summary of the photometric data and processing is given here. The accompanying papers provide details as follows: Carrasco et al. (2016) for the detailed definition of the calibration models, Riello et al. (2017) for a description of the software solutions and processing strategies, and Evans et al. (2017) for an in-depth analysis of the results of the photometric processing.

Not all instrumental effects are calibrated at this early stage in the mission and the photometry published in \textit{Gaia} DR1 is the result of the first cyclic processing with no iteration between the various systems in the \textit{Gaia} Data Processing and Analysis Consortium.

Some calibration effects have not yet been fully understood and there seem to be some systematics at the 10 mmag level particularly around \( G = 11 \) (see Evans et al. 2017). The \textit{Gaia} photometric catalogue covers the entire sky, providing measurements of the average brightness of sources down to magnitude 21 (at different levels of completeness at this stage) in a single photometric system. The overall accuracy of the photometric data reaches the 3–4 mmag level.

Future releases will enhance this photometric catalogue with improved \textit{G} band photometry and the addition of colours and low-resolution spectra for all sources thus creating the most complete and accurate photometric catalogue to date.
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